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Abstract
Some algorithms require a large array, but only operate on a small fraction of its indices. Examples
include adjacency matrices for sparse graphs, hash tables, and van Emde Boas trees. For such
algorithms, array initialization can be the most time-consuming operation. Fast arrays were invented
to avoid this costly initialization. A fast array is a software implementation of an array, such that
the entire array can be initialized in just constant time.
While algorithms for sequential fast arrays have been known for a long time, to the best of our
knowledge, there are no previous algorithms for concurrent fast arrays. We present the first such
algorithms in this paper. Our first algorithm is linearizable and wait-free, uses only linear space,
and supports all operations – initialize, read, and write – in constant time. Our second algorithm
enhances the first to additionally support all the read-modify-write operations available in hardware
(such as compare-and-swap) in constant time.
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1 Introduction
Arrays are the most fundamental data structure in computer science. Semantically, an array
of length m is an object that supports the following interface:
Initialize(m, f): return an array O initialized to O[i] = f(i) for each i ∈ [m].1
O.Read(i): return O[i], if i ∈ [m].
O.Write(i, v): update O[i]’s value to v, if i ∈ [m].
Here, Initialize() is the constructor method that creates the object, and Read() and
Write() are the regular operations an array supports. Ordinarily, initialization is achieved
by allocating an array of length m and looping through to initialize its entries, while reads and
writes simply use the hardware load and store instructions. This standard implementation
achieves a space complexity of O(m), and time complexities of O(m) for initialization and
O(1) for reads and writes. These time complexities are good for applications that eventually
access most of the entries of the array. But, some applications – such as adjacency matrix
1 For a positive integer m, we use the notation [m] ≜ {0, 1, . . . , m− 1}.
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representations of sparse graphs, van Emde Boas trees, and certain hash tables – need to
allocate a large array when only a small fraction of the array will eventually be accessed.
The time complexities of such algorithms would improve drastically if we had fast arrays:
arrays that support all three operations – Read(), Write(), and even Initialize() – in
just O(1) worst-case time. Perhaps surprisingly, sequential fast array implementations have
been known for decades, but, to the best of our knowledge, concurrent implementations do
not exist. We design the first algorithms for concurrent fast arrays in this paper.
1.1 Sequential fast arrays: history and applications
Sequential algorithms for fast arrays date back to at least the 1970s [1,4,25]. In fact, the well
known folklore algorithm for the problem (which we will revisit in Section 3) was alluded to
in an exercise of the celebrated text by Aho, Hopcroft, and Ullman [1] and further described
by Mehlhorn [25] and Bentley [4]; it achieves a deterministic worst-case time complexity of
O(1) for each of the three operations, while using only 3m + 1 memory words. Fast arrays
have been important to the efficiency of several algorithms. Notably:
Fast arrays are used in implementations of van Emde Boas trees [6, 30] – associative
arrays that store keys from a universe {1, 2, . . . , u} and support insert, get, and delete
with a time complexity of just O(log log u).
Katoh et al. [21] note that Knuth employs fast arrays in the implementation of the hash
table in his Simpath algorithm [22], which enumerates all simple paths between two
vertices in a graph. Knuth uses the hash table to efficiently implement a certain data
structure called ZDD (Zero-suppressed binary Decision Diagram) [27], which has many
applications besides Simpath [18,22,28,29,34,35].
When a sparse graph of n vertices and m≪ n2 edges is represented using an adjacency
matrix, mere initialization can take Θ(n2) time with a traditional array. With a fast
array however, the graph can be stored in just O(m) time. Consequently, for a constant
degree graph, storing the graph takes O(n) time instead of Θ(n2) time.
More generally, fast arrays can increase the asymptotic efficiency of algorithms that have
higher space complexity than time complexity – just allocate all the space in one huge block
in O(1) time.
This range of applications has spurred a lot of research into fast arrays in recent years. A
string of papers, starting with Navarro’s work in 2012 and culminating in three back to back
papers in 2017 by Hagerup and Kammer, Loong et al., and Katoh and Goto, have brought
down the space complexity from 3m + 1 to m + 1 using complex bit-packing and chaining
techniques [13, 21, 23, 31, 32]. Fredriksson and Kilpeläinen recently studied the empirical
running times of the more practical implementations of these sequential fast arrays [9].
1.2 Concurrent fast arrays
In contrast to sequential fast arrays, which have been well studied, there has been no prior
work on concurrent fast arrays, to the best of our knowledge. In this paper, we propose and
design algorithms for two variants of concurrent fast arrays:
Fast Array: This is an implementation of an array which supports the standard operations
– Initialize(m, f), Read(i), and Write(i, v) – and satisfies two conditions. First, each
operation is linearizable, i.e., it appears to take effect at some instant between its invocation
and response [15]. Second, each operation is not only wait-free [14], but the process that
executes the operation completes it in a constant number of its steps. The first condition
ensures atomicity, and the second condition ensures efficiency.
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Fast Generalized Array: Besides load and store, modern architectures like x86 commonly
support read-modify-write (RMW) primitives, such as Compare-and-Swap (CAS), Fetch-
and-Add (FAA), and Fetch-and-Store (FAS) [17]. In fact, some of these primitives are
indispensible for efficiency and even solvability of problems that arise in concurrent
systems. For instance, implementing a wait-free queue is impossible using only loads and
stores [14]. Mutex locks can be implemented using loads and stores, but constant RMR
(remote memory reference) complexity implementations are impossible using only loads
and stores [3, 7, 26].
Since RMW primitives are supported by hardware and are essential for concurrent
algorithms, it would be ideal if the components of the fast array can be manipulated using
these primitives. For instance, when implementing a fast array O on a multiprocessor
that supports CAS and FAS in hardware, a process π should not only be able to read
O[i] and write to O[i], but should also be able to CAS O[i] and FAS O[i]. We term such
an array, which allows all hardware-supported operations to be applied to its components,
a generalized array.
Let S be the set of hardware-supported RMW primitives. A fast generalized array is an
implementation that not only supports O(1)-time linearizable Initialize(m, f), Read(i),
and Write(i, v) operations, but also supports O(1)-time linearizable operations from
the set S.
1.3 Our contributions
In addition to defining the two types of concurrent fast arrays, our paper makes the following
two principal contributions:
We design an algorithm for the (standard) fast array. If p processes share a fast array of
length m, our algorithm uses only O(m + p) space. More generally, to instantiate and
use k fast arrays (for any k) of lengths m1, . . . , mk, our algorithm uses only O(M + p)
space, where M =
∑k
j=1 mj .
We enhance the above algorithm to design a fast generalized array. Its space complexity
is the same as the previous algorithm’s – O(m + p) for a single array of length m, and
O(M + p) for multiple arrays of combined length M .
Both of the above algorithms require hardware support for read, write, and CAS.
2 Model
We work in the standard asynchronous shared memory multiprocessor model where p
processes, numbered 0, . . . , p− 1 run concurrently but asynchronously, and each process is
either performing an initializable array operation or is idle. The computation proceeds in
steps, where an adversarial scheduler decides which process π takes the next step.
To provide synchronization, we assume the hardware compare-and-swap (CAS) synchro-
nization primitive. The CAS operation on a memory word X with arguments old and new is
called as follows: Cas(X, old, new). The operation is atomic and has the following behavior.
If X = old, then X’s value is updated to new and true is returned to indicate that the
operation successfully changed the value; otherwise, if X ̸= old, the value of X is not changed
and false is returned. On modern x86 architectures, individual memory words are 64-bits,
and so any hardware primitive can be applied on a standard 64-bit word. Usefully however,
CAS can also be executed on 128-bit double-words, i.e., two adjacent words of memory [17].
We will make use of this feature. (Note that this 128-bit CAS operation is not DCAS – a




A data structure is linearizable if each operation can be assigned a unique linearization
point between its invocation and return, and the return values of the operations are consistent
with those of a sequential execution in which operations are executed in the order of
linearization points [15]. Operations are bounded wait-free if there exists a bound b such that
every invocation by a process π returns within b of π’s own steps [14]. In the literature, data
structures that are both linearizable and wait-free are called atomic.
We measure the efficiency of an algorithm by its worst-case work and space complexities.
The space complexity of an algorithm is the total number of memory words that the algorithm
uses. The work complexity of an operation by a process π, is the total number of steps
executed by π between the invocation and return of that operation. Since work complexity
is the natural generalization of time complexity to multiprocessors, it is often called time
complexity in the literature; we adopt this convention and use the two terms interchangeably.
Furthermore, as is standard [1,4,25,30–33], we assume that it takes constant time to allocate
an uninitialized array of any size n. We call an object implementation fast if every operation
on that object takes only O(1) time to execute in the worst-case. Our paper focuses on fast
algorithms for arrays and generalized arrays.
3 Folklore Sequential Algorithm
Our concurrent algorithms are inspired by the folklore sequential algorithm, and so we present
the pseudo-code for a folkore fast array object O in Algorithm 1, and describe it below.
Algorithm 1 The folklore algorithm for a sequential fast array.
procedure Initialize(m, f)
1: A← new array[m]
2: B ← new array[m]
3: C ← new array[m]
4: finit ← f
5: X ← 0
procedure Read(i)
6: if 0 ≤ B[i] < X and C[B[i]] = i then return A[i] else return finit(i)
procedure Write(i, v)
7: A[i]← v
8: if B[i] < 0 or B[i] ≥ X or C[B[i]] ̸= i then
9: C[X]← i
10: B[i]← X
11: X ← X + 1
The method Initialize(m, f) instantiates a new fast array O of length m. The imple-
mentation of the fast array uses three un-initialized arrays A, B, and C, each of length m,
an integer X, and stores a pointer finit to the function f . We call A the principal array and
use A[i] to hold the current value of the abstract element O[i] for each index i that has been
initialized, i.e., written to at least once. The elements of A[i] corresponding to uninitialized
indices of O[i] hold their initial, arbitrary values. B, C, and X are used to keep track of
which indices i have already been initialized (as we describe later).
Using the mechanism described above, implementing read and write becomes simple.
Read(i) just returns A[i] if i has been initialized, and f(i) otherwise. Correspondingly,
Write(i, v) simply writes A[i]← v, and ensures that index i is marked as initialized.
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The main difficulty of the algorithm lies in efficiently remembering which set of indices
i have been initialized. We use the array C and the integer X to maintain this set as
follows. If k indices have already been initialized, then we ensure that X = k and that the
sub-array C[0, . . . , X − 1] holds the values of these initialized indices. Correspondingly, we
spend constant time in the Initialize() method to set X ← 0. Terminologically, we call C
the certification array, call the elements of the array certificates, call the elements of the
sub-array C[0, . . . , X − 1] valid, and say that an index i is certified when it appears in the
valid sub-array.
Maintaining A, C, and X is sufficient to get a correct implementation of an array, but
not an efficient one. For efficiency, we need to distinguish between certified and un-certified
indices in constant time. We use the array B for this purpose. In particular, whenever we
certify a new index i in an element C[j], we set B[i]← j to maintain the invariant that
I ≡ ∀i ∈ [m], (0 ≤ B[i] < X and C[B[i]] = i if and only if index i is initialized).
The check that 0 ≤ B[i] < X ensures that C[B[i]] is valid, while the check that C[B[i]] = i
ensures that this valid element of the certification array, indeed, certifies that index i is
initialized.
4 Our Concurrent Fast-Array
The goal of this section is to design a linearizable wait-free fast-array that is both time and
space efficient. We do so by building on the ideas of the folklore algorithm.
The folklore algorithm is built on two pillars: (1) the principal array A, which stores the
values of initialized indices, and (2) the certification mechanism constituted by B, C, and X,
which ensures that initialized indices can be identified in constant time by invariant I. The
principal array can easily be maintained in the concurrent setting, however the certification
mechanism, which is the main workhorse of Algorithm 1, must be redesigned to cope with
concurrency.
The difficulty of using the sequential certification mechanism with multiple processors
stems from the contention on the variable X, and on the next available slot in the certification
array, C[X]. In particular, if all p processors are concurrently performing different write
operations on different un-initialized indices i0, . . . , ip−1, then the old certification mechanism
will direct all of them to the same location C[X] in the certification array. Regardless of how
the contention is resolved, only one index can fit into C[X], meaning that p− 1 processes
will fail to certify their index by placing it in C[X] and will thereby need to find an alternate
location in the certification array. So, in the worst-case, only one process will finish its
operation after all p processes do one unit of work each, meaning the algorithm will do O(p)
work per operation rather than O(1).
We overcome this difficulty of adapting the certifying mechanism posed by contention on
C and X by introducing four ideas that we detail below. Our first idea will eliminate the
contention, thereby enabling constant time certifications and look-ups; however, it bloats
the space complexity to Ω(m · p). Our second and third ideas, in combination, eliminate
this space overhead and bring the space complexity down to just O(m + p), while ensuring
that the time complexities of operations remain at just O(1). Our fourth idea describes how
to share resources in order to minimize the space complexity when multiple fast arrays are
instantiated.
Individual certification arrays. Our first idea is to eliminate the universal C and X, and
instead equip each process π with its own certification array cπ and a corresponding control
variable X[π]. Here, X is a one-dimensional array of length p that is indexed by process
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ids, and each cπ is an array of length m. Thus, process π certifies a new index i by
performing three steps: (1) writing cπ[X[π]] ← i, (2) setting X[π] ← X[π] + 1, and (3)
writing B[i] ← (π, X[π] − 1). (While it will not yet be clear to the reader at this stage,
the relative order of steps 2 and 3 is very important for the correctness of later ideas. We
expand on this thought in the forthcoming Remark 1.) Unlike the act of certifying a new
index which involves modifying certification arrays and control variables, the act of checking
whether a given index i is certified only requires reading. We allow process π to freely read
the arrays of other processes while checking if an index is certified. This idea of individual
certification arrays by itself would lead to a concurrent fast-array algorithm; however, the
space complexity of this algorithm is inherently super-linear. In particular, if all p processes
concurrently write to a previously un-initialized location i, an adversarial scheduler can force
each of them to certify that location in its own certification array; if this happens for each
of the m indices, then each cπ must store m indices, leading to a total space complexity of
Θ(mp).
Synchronization and walk-back. To reduce the space complexity induced by individual
certification arrays, we must ensure that each index i is certified by at most one process,
even if multiple processes perform concurrent writes to the same un-initialized index. To
do this, we introduce two related ideas: synchronization on B and walk-back. That is, each
processor π that wishes to certify an index i attempts to Cas (rather than write) the pair
(π, X[π]− 1) – indicating the location in its certification array where i is certified – into B[i].
We orchestrate the update to B[i] using Cas to ensure that at most one process gets a return
value of true, indicating that it is the process that succeeded in certifying i. Each other
process π, whose Cas to B[i] fails, “walks back”, i.e., it reclaims the location cπ[X[π]− 1]
that it was going to use to certify i by decrementing X[π]. Since each index is certified by at
most one process, and each process has at most one certification location that it will walk
back on at any given time, the total space used across all cπ arrays is O(m + p).
Array doubling. Our synchronization and walk-back scheme guarantees that at most
O(m + p) space is used across all of the cπ arrays, but we do not a priori know how many
locations each process π will use in its cπ array. To ensure that we allocate only as much
space as we use, we employ the classic idea of array-doubling from sequential algorithms.
We initially allocate constant sized cπ arrays. Each time cπ fills up, we replace it with a
newly allocated array c′π of length 2 · cπ.len and copy over the old cπ.len elements from cπ
to c′π. Note that we do not de-allocate the old array cπ when we switch to c′π, since other
processes could be accessing it; yet, since the sum of a geometric series is proportional to the
largest term in the series, our total memory allocation for the cπ arrays is proportional to
the amount of space we end up using. (Note that it is important to have a mechanism by
which other processes can get access to the current array cπ, since the location of the array
is changing whenever we double. We describe this detail when we discuss the pseudo-code in
a later sub-section. We will also describe how to implement array doubling with worst-case,
rather than amortized, constant time per operation in the same sub-section.)
Sharing the certification mechanism. Array doubling allows us to share a single certification
mechanism across all fast-array objects that we initialize. In particular, if we have multiple
fast-arrays O1, . . . ,Ok, each Oj can simply maintain the two instance variables Oj .A and
Oj .B, and share the certification mechanism – ∀π ∈ [p], (X[π], cπ). All we need to do to
enable this sharing is store a pointer &(Oj .A[i]) as the certificate that i is initialized in
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fast-array Oj , rather than just store the index i. Since all fast array objects can share one
certification mechanism, the space complexity of maintaining k fast-arrays O1, . . . ,Ok of
sizes m1, . . . , mk is just O(M + p), where M ≜
∑k
j=1 mj .
▶ Remark 1 (the relative order of synchronizing and incrementing). When a process π, with
next available certification location xπ = X[π], is certifying a new index i, we described that
our algorithm follows three logical steps (not including potential walk-back): (1) writing
the certificate: cπ[xπ]← i, (2) incrementing X[π]: X[π]← xπ + 1, and (3) synchronizing on
B[i]: attempting to CAS the value (π, xπ) into B[i]. At first glance, it may appear that step
(3) can be executed before step (2). Indeed, if this were possible, then we could simplify
our algorithm by avoiding walk-backs altogether, since a process π that fails the CAS could
simply not increment X[π]. However, as we mentioned earlier, the relative order of steps (2)
and (3) is pivotal to correctness. We now explain why.
Consider a scenario where two processes π and τ are each performing the operation
Write(i, new) on a previously un-initialized location O[i] whose initial value is O[i] =
f(i) = old, with the order of steps (2) and (3) swapped. Then the following sequence of
events can occur:
1. Both process π and τ write A[i]← new, read the same old value b← B[i] (in anticipation
of having to Cas B[i] in step (3)), and start the certification process.
2. π completes steps (1) and (3) and thereby successfully changes B[i]’s value to (π, xπ).
However, i is still not certified since step (2) is yet to be done, and X[π] ̸> xπ.
3. τ completes steps (1) and (3), but because τ ’s Cas in step (3) fails, it does not need to
execute step (2), and it returns from its write operation.
4. Having finished its write operation, τ performs Read(i), but sees that i is not yet certified
(since π has not yet finished step (2)), and returns f(i) = old.
• This execution is not linearizable, since τ reads the value old in O[i] even after it finishes
writing new.
Remark 1 establishes that a process π must increment X[π] before it synchronizes at B[i]
in the certification process. This means that we must indeed implement walk-back to achieve
space efficiency. However, if walk-back is not implemented very carefully, it can lead to a
nasty race condition. We describe this possible race condition, and how to overcome it, in
the next subsection.
4.1 A tricky race condition that must be avoided
Until now, we have described the main ideas that propel our space-efficient fast-array imple-
mentation at a high-level. Of these ideas, individual certification arrays are straightforward
to implement as suggested, and array-doubling requires only mild adaptation to work in
the face of asynchronous concurrency. The idea of walk-back however can lead to a nasty
race-condition if it is not implemented correctly. We describe this potential race, and how
we overcome it below.
In order to understand the race condition, let us consider the following set-up. We have
a freshly initialized fast-array O with just two locations O[0, 1], and initialization function
f(i) = old. There are three processors π, τ , and ρ with: X[π] = 0, X[τ ] = 0, and X[ρ] = 0.
The processes will perform the following operations:
π will perform O.Write(0, new) followed by O.Write(1, new)
τ will perform O.Write(0, new)
ρ will perform O.Read(0) followed by another O.Read(0)
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By design, both locations initially hold the value old and at some point in time will take
on the value new and hold that value forever. However, the race condition will be that ρ’s
first read of index 0 will return new, while its second read will return old. The initial value
of B[0] – which can be arbitrary by design of the algorithm – is pivotal to achieving the race.
In particular, we consider the initial value B[0] = (π, 0). The initial values of A[0, 1] and
B[1] can be arbitrary.
We describe the offending run below in a sequence of bullet points. When the relative
order of certain operations do not matter, we may describe them all in the same bullet point.
• Recall that B[0] = (π, 0), π is performing Write(0, new), and τ is performing
Write(0, new).
1. π and τ both write A[0] ← new, and both read the initial value b of B[0]. (They will
need this value b when they attempt to certify index 0 and do a Cas on B[0] later.)
2. π and τ both conclude that index 0 is not certified yet, and thus wish to certify the
location.
• Recall that X[π] = 0.
3. π’s next open certification location is 0, thus π writes cπ[0]← 0, and increments X[π]← 1.
π now stalls (before attempting to Cas its certification location (π, 0) into B[0]).
• Notice that while π is not finished with its certification process, index 0 is already certified,
since B[0] = (π, 0) initially, and location cπ[0] is valid and holds the value 0.
4. ρ does its first Read(0) operation. That is, it reads B[0] = (π, 0), checks that cπ[0] is
valid and that cπ[0] = 0 and thereby returns the value A[0] = new.
5. ρ starts its second Read(0) operation. It starts its verification by reading B[0] = (π, 0),
and then stalls.
6. τ ’s next open certification location is 0, thus τ writes cτ [0] ← 0, increments X[τ ] ← 1,
and successfully Cases its certification location (τ, 0) into B[0].
• Notice that index 0 is now certified by two certificates cπ[0] and cτ [0]. B[0] = (τ, 0)
identifies only the new certificate, but process ρ is about to check for the old certificate
cπ[0].
7. π attempts to finish its certification process by Casing (π, 0) into B[0]. However, its Cas
fails. Thus, π walks-back, and resets X[π]← 0. This completes π’s write operation to
index 0.
8. π does its entire Write(1, new) operation. That is, it writes A[1]← new, writes cπ[0]← 1,
increments X[π] to 1, successfully Cases (π, 0) into B[1], and returns.
9. ρ now finishes its operation. Since it had previously read B[0] = (π, 0) and X[π] = 1 > 0,
it checks cπ[0], finds the value 1 there, concludes that index 0 is not certified, and thereby
returns f(0) = old.
• This run cannot be linearized since O[0] was initially old and became new, but ρ reads its
value to be new and subsequently re-reads the value to be old.
We observe that the cause of this race condition is the coincidental initial value of B[0].
In particular, B[0]’s (potentially arbitrary) initial value, happened to coincide with the exact
location that process π would use to certify index 0 and later have to walk-back on. This
coincidence, in turn, caused B[0] to become certified during step (3), before π finished its
certification operation by updating B[0] with a Cas.
Tombstoning. Since we have only constant time to initialize O, we cannot control the initial
values of all the elements B[i]. However, we can control which location in the certification
array π uses to certify B[i]. Therefore, we eliminate this nasty race condition as follows.
If the initial value of B[i] is (π, k), then we ensure that that particular process π does not
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attempt to use its certificate cπ[k] to certify index i. If it so happens that cπ[k] is the next
available certificate for process π when process π is attempting to certify i, then we simply
tombstone that location by writing a special null-value cπ[k]← ⊥, and use the next location
cπ[k + 1] to certify i. This ensures correctness.
Furthermore, observe that for each location i, there is exactly one initial value B[i] = (π, k)
that references exactly one process π and one specific location k. Thus, at most m locations
get tombstoned by our method across all processes, and the space complexity bound of
O(M + p) continues to hold true even in the worst-case. (We expect that tombstoning will
occur only very rarely in practice.)
4.2 The pseudo-code and its description
Having described individual certification arrays, synchronization and walk-back, array-
doubling, and tombstoning, we are ready to describe our fast-array algorithm. We present
the pseudo-code as Algorithm 2, and describe it below.
Naming conventions. In order to distinguish between variables of different processes and
operations that are performed by a particular process π, we use subscripts. For example, we
denote a local variable x of process π by xπ, and denote a Read() operation by process π as
Readπ(). We use captial letters, such as A and X, to refer to arrays that all processes have
the address of by default. Importantly, note that the pointer to the current certification
arrays, cπ, follows the above convention, and by default only process π has access to the
array. In order to allow other processes to access these arrays, our implementation stores a
pair in the control variable X[π]. So, initially X[π] = (0, cπ) (rather than X[π] = 0).
In order to implement array doubling, we maintain a next certification array c′π alongside
the current array cπ. As such, initially X[π] = (0, cπ) and no process other than π has access
to the array pointed to by c′π. When cπ fills up entirely, we maintain the invariant that
c′π[0, . . . , cπ.len− 1] = cπ[0, . . . , cπ.len− 1] and thus, we can simply replace X[π] = (xπ, cπ)
by X[π] = (xπ, c′π); we also rename c′π as cπ because it has become the current array, and
allocate a new (un-initialized) c′π that is twice the length of the new current array. In order
to ensure that c′π[0, . . . , cπ.len− 1] = cπ[0, . . . , cπ.len− 1] by the time cπ gets entirely full,
we transfer two values from cπ to c′π each time a new value is appended to cπ. We note that
we do not de-allocate the old certification arrays because other processes could potentially
be reading from them – this does not change the asymptotic space complexity. However,
each process can store pointers to all of its arrays so that they can be de-allocated when the
fast array is no longer needed. In our algorithm, we choose to start with a cπ of length 2.
(Any other constant length would have sufficed.)
A line-by-line description of the code is as follows. O.Initializeπ(mπ, fπ) simply allocates
the unintialized arrays A and B of length mπ (Lines 1 and 2), and stores the initialization
function fπ as finit for future use (Line 3). The elements of A[i] will be used to hold the
values of the abstract elements O[i]. The elements of B[i] will be used to hold process-index
pairs (π, j); as a matter of convention, we call the first element in the pair B[i].pid (process
id) and the second element B[i].loc (location).
Writeπ(iπ, vπ) first updates A[iπ] to the new value vπ (Line 4). Since index iπ may not
yet be certified, it calls Certifyπ(iπ) (Line 5). As we describe below, Certifyπ(iπ) only
creates a new certificate for iπ if the index is not already certified.
Since Certifyπ(iπ) creates a new certificate (if necessary), and must perform the
synchronization-CAS on B[iπ] after creating a certificate, it must read the old value of
B[iπ]. Thus, Certifyπ(iπ) starts by reading boldπ ← B[i] (Line 16). Certification should
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Algorithm 2 Atomic fast array for p processes. Pseudo-code shown for an arbitrary process π.
Variables:
For each process π ∈ [p] the following variables are shared across all fast-arrays O:
• cπ[0, 1] is a pointer to an allocated un-initialized array of length 2.
• c′π[0, . . . , 3] is a pointer to an allocated un-initialized array of length 4.
• kπ is a non-negative integer that is initialized to 0.
• X[π] is a pair that is initialized to (0, cπ).
Each object O has three instance variables instantiated by Initializeπ(mπ, fπ):
• A and B are arrays of length mπ.
• finit stores the initial value function.
Each process π ∈ [p] uses the following arbitrarily initialized temporary local variables:
• bπ, boldπ : hold (process id, array index) pairs.
• xπ: holds an array index.
• cotherπ : holds an array pointer.
procedure O.Initializeπ(mπ, fπ)
1: A← new array[mπ]
2: B ← new array[mπ]





6: if IsCertifiedπ(iπ) then
7: return A[iπ]
8: else return finit(iπ)
9: procedure O.IsCertifiedπ(iπ)
10: bπ ← B[iπ]
11: if 0 ≤ bπ.pid < p then
12: (xπ, cotherπ )← X[bπ.pid]
13: if 0 ≤ bπ.loc < xπ and cotherπ [bπ.loc] = &A[iπ] then return true
14: return false
15: procedure O.Certifyπ(iπ)
16: boldπ ← B[iπ]
17: if IsCertifiedπ(iπ) then return
18: (xπ,−)← X[π]
19: if xπ ≥ cπ.len then
20: cπ ← c′π
21: c′π ← new array[2 · cπ.len]
22: kπ ← 0
23: if boldπ .pid = π and boldπ .loc = xπ then
24: cπ[xπ] = ⊥
25: xπ ← xπ + 1
26: cπ[xπ]← &A[iπ]
27: X[π]← (xπ + 1, cπ)
28: while kπ < 2xπ − cπ.len do
29: c′π[kπ]← cπ[kπ]
30: kπ ← kπ + 1
31: if not Cas(B[iπ], boldπ , (π, xπ)) then
32: X[π]← (xπ, cπ)
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only be done if iπ is not already certified, and so it calls IsCertifiedπ(iπ) and returns
immediately if location iπ is already certified (Line 17). Otherwise, it fetches the next
location xπ that is free for creating a certificate (Line 18). Certification proceeds in five
steps:
1. If the current certification array is full (check on Line 19), then the next array becomes
the current one (Line 20), and a new (un-initialized) next array is allocated (Line 21).
Finally, the local variable kπ – which is used to keep track of how many elements in the
current array have already been transferred to the next array – is reset to 0 (Line 22).
2. At this point, we are sure that location cπ[xπ] exists, and is free to certify a new index.
Lines 23–25 tombstone this location and increment xπ if B[i]’s initial value happens to
already hold the value (π, xπ). (This step eliminates the nasty race condition described
earlier.)
3. Lines 26–27 certify location A[iπ], by writing a pointer to &A[iπ] in cπ[xπ] and updating
the current array pointer and the length of the valid sub-array values in X[π].
4. Since a new location has been filled up in cπ, we must transfer values from cπ to c′π. If
there were no walking-back (described in the next step), then we would need to transfer
exactly two values. However, because of potential walk-backs (in previous operations), it
is possible that no values need to be transferred in this operation. Lines 28–30 orchestrate
this transfer by maintaining kπ’s progress relative to xπ.
5. Finally, π performs the synchronization step: it tries to finish its certification process
with a Cas on Line 31. If the Cas fails, then it walks-back on Line 32.
That completes the description of Certifyπ(iπ).
Readπ(iπ) simply checks whether element iπ is certified (Line 6), and returns A[iπ] or
finit(iπ) accordingly (Lines 7–8).
Like the read operation, IsCertifiedπ(iπ) is also short. However, its code highlights
an important point. The operation starts by reading bπ ← B[iπ] which would hold the
location of a certificate if iπ was initialized (Line 10). This is where it must be careful. The
values in the pair bπ = (bπ.pid, bπ.loc) are directly read from B[iπ], and are thus potentially
un-initialized ill-formed values. Thus, before the operation proceeds, it must check that
bπ.pid is indeed a real process id (Line 11). If so, it reads the control information in X[bπ.pid]
to get a pointer to cotherπ = cbπ.pid and the length of its valid sub-array xπ. After checking
that bπ.loc is indeed in the valid portion of cotherπ , it verifies that the location cotherπ [bπ.loc]
certifies A[iπ] (Line 13). The careful well-formedness checks are necessary to avoid accessing
un-allocated portions of memory. Of course, the operation returns true only if all of the
checks pass (Line 13); if any checks fail (well-formedness or otherwise), it simply returns
false (Line 14).
▶ Remark 2 (old certification arrays). A process π that is performing IsCertifiedπ(iπ) may
hold a reference cotherπ that is no longer the current array of any process. That is, after
π reads (xπ, cotherπ ) ← X[bπ.pid], the process bπ.pid may have certified more elements and
updated its current certification array. However, our algorithm remains correct, since the old
certification arrays are not de-allocated, and the value of cotherπ [bπ.loc] is guaranteed to be
equal to cbπ.pid[bπ.loc] – the corresponding value in the current array.
The preceding discussion is summarized in the theorem below.
▶ Theorem 3. Algorithm 2 is a linearizable wait-free fast array implementation for p
processes. That is, it supports Initializeπ(mπ, fπ), Readπ(iπ), and Writeπ(iπ, vπ) each
with a time complexity of O(1). The total space complexity of the algorithm for supporting k





5 A Concurrent Fast Generalized Array
In this section, we implement fast generalized arrays, which we motivated in Section 1.2.
Recall that, if S is the set of hardware-supported RMW primitives, then a fast generalized
array is an implementation that not only supports O(1)-time linearizable Initialize(m, f),
Read(i), and Write(i, v) operations, but also supports O(1)-time linearizable operations
from the set S. To this end, we consider the operation:
O.Apply(i, op, args): perform operation op with arguments args on O[i], and return
the response.
Here op can be any RMW operation – such as Write, CAS, FAA, or FAS – that is supported
in hardware, and args are the arguments that the primitive requires. For example, if
O[5] = 17, then a call toO.Apply(5, Cas, (17, 35)) changes the value ofO[5] to 35 and returns
true. We term an array that supports Initialize(m, f), Read(i), and Apply(i, op, args),
a generalized array, and an implementation that runs each operation in O(1) time, a fast
generalized array. Note that a Write(i, v) can be executed as Apply(i, Write, v). While
Read(i) can similarly be executed using Apply(i, Read), we design a simpler read method
that circumvents the certification overhead for locations that are only read and never updated.
The goal of this section is to design a fast generalized array. We will achieve this goal by
building on our ideas from Algorithm 2 for concurrent fast arrays. Therefore, we will continue
to use the ideas of individual certification arrays, synchronization and walk-back, array
doubling, sharing of certification arrays, and tombstoning. Even so, supporting arbitrary
RMW operations poses yet new challenges. We first describe these challenges, and then
explain how we overcome them.
Recall that at a high level, our fast array algorithm represents each abstract array element
O[i] by the value of A[i], along with the certification mechanism which keeps track of whether
i has been initialized. Thus, Read(i) simply returns A[i] if i is initialized and f(i) otherwise.
Write operations, on the other hand, follow an apply-then-certify scheme. That is, Write(i, v)
blindly applies its operation by writing A[i]← v, and subsequently certifies i if necessary.
A natural idea for implementing an RMW operation on O[i] would be to mimic the apply-
then-certify scheme used by writes in Algorithm 2. For example, O.Apply(i, Cas, (old, new))
would blindly apply r ← Cas(A[i], old, new), and then certify i if necessary, and finally return
r. Indeed, this idea would work if i were already initialized, since, in that case, A[i] would
hold the value of O[i]. However, if i were not already initialized, then the abstract element
O[i] has the value f(i), while A[i] has some arbitrary value. In particular, if f(i) = old, but
A[i] = some-other-value (not equal to old), then O.Apply(i, Cas, (old, new)) should change
O[i]’s value to new and return true, but the proposed scheme would keep the value the same
(at O[i] = A[i] = some-other-value), certify index i, and return false. Thus, both the final
value of O[i] and the return value of the operation would be incorrect.
From the example above, we see that RMW operations are difficult to apply before index
i is initialized and certified, but easy to apply after the certification process. So, our idea is to
reverse the scheme, rather than apply-then-certify, we will implement certify-then-apply. Since
this new scheme will ensure that i is always certified first, the actual application of the RMW
primitive can be realized as a hardware primitive applied directly to A[i]. Consequently, we
can apply any primitive operation that hardware supports, not just the select few that we
listed at the beginning of the section.
Certifying first poses a new challenge. When we applied writes to A[i] before certifying,
we were guaranteed that A[i] would hold a valid (linearizable) value by the time i was
certified. Since a reader will return A[i] as the value of O[i] any time after i is certified,
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we still need to guarantee that A[i] = O[i] at the time of certification. This seems to be a
difficult requirement with our current setup, since our previous certification process did not
touch A[i], but rather linearized at the time that a Cas was performed on B[i]. To overcome
this challenge, we introduce the idea of fusing as described below.
Fusing. The values stored in each A[i] correspond to the values stored in the corresponding
abstract element O[i]. So, it is important to allow these values to take up a full-pointer
sized word, e.g., a 64-bit full-word in a modern 64-bit architecture. The pairs (π, j) that
we are storing in B[i] however, are just an internal representation used by our algorithm.
Furthermore, it is entirely reasonable to assume that this pair can be stored in a single
full-word. For example, allocating 14-bits for the process id π would allow for over 16,000
processors, and the remaining 50-bits would be enough to index an array with a thousand-
trillion indices (i.e., an array taking up 8000 terabytes of memory). Therefore, we modify our
representation by, intuitively, “absorbing the array B into A”. Now, each element of our array
A[i] will hold a triple (A[i].val, A[i].pid, A[i].loc), where the value A[i].val is stored in the first
word and the process id A[i].pid and the location A[i].loc are packed into the second word of
a double-width word. Modern architectures, such as x86-64, allow us to perform double-width
Cas operations on the full double-word A[i], while also allowing all the standard single-width
hardware primitives (Cas, Faa, Fas, Write, etc.) on the first word A[i].val. Using this
feature of hardware, we can safely implement the “certify” portion of the certify-then-apply
scheme. In particular, if process π reads a0 ← A[i] in its “un-initialized” state, and creates a
certificate for it in cπ[j], it can perform the certify step via: Cas(A[i], a0, (f(i), π, j)).
5.1 The pseudo-code and its description
The pseudo-code for a process π’s operations on our fast generalized array is presented as
Algorithm 3. The algorithm is built on all of the ideas from the previous section – individual
certification arrays, synchronization and walk-back, concurrent array-doubling, tombstoning,
and certification mechanism sharing – along with the ideas introduced above – fusing, and
the certify-then-apply scheme. We proceed to briefly describe the pseudo-code below.
The code of the three operations in the interface is simple to understand.
O.Initializeπ(mπ, fπ) simply instantiates a single new un-initialized array A (Line 1), and
stores the initialization function (Line 2). O.Applyπ(iπ, opπ, argsπ) executes certify-then-
apply by simply certifying at Line 3 and applying (and returning) at Line 4. O.Readπ(iπ)
simply returns A[iπ]’s value field val if iπ is certified and finit(iπ) otherwise (Line 5).
Once again, the main workhorse of the algorithm is the certification mechanism.
O.Certifyπ(iπ) returns early if iπ is already certified (Lines 13–14). Otherwise, it loads the
next available certification location xπ from X[π] at Line 15, and follows the same logical
steps as our earlier certification method: (1) update current arrays if necessary (Lines 16–19),
(2) tombstone the location if the nasty race condition might arise (Lines 20–22), (3) create a
certificate for A[iπ] (Lines 23–24), (4) transfer values to the next array (Lines 25–27), and (5)
synchronize, and walk-back if necessary (Lines 28–29). The most noteworthy difference from
Algorithm 2 is Line 28, where we perform the double-width Cas operation to simultaneously
update A[iπ].val to finit(iπ) and (A[i].pid, A[iπ].loc) to (π, xπ).
O.IsCertifiedπ(iπ) now reads a triple aπ (rather than the pair bπ) at Line 7, but
performs the same logical function as in the standard fast array. It returns true only if aπ.pid
and caπ.pid[aπ.loc] are valid, and if so certifies A[iπ] (Lines 8–10). Otherwise, it returns false
(Line 11).
The preceding discussion is summarized in the theorem below.
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Algorithm 3 Atomic fast generalized array for p processes. Pseudo-code shown for an arbitrary
process π.
Variables:
For each process π ∈ [p] the following variables are shared across all fast-arrays O:
• cπ[0, 1] is a pointer to an allocated un-initialized array of length 2.
• c′π[0, . . . , 3] is a pointer to an allocated un-initialized array of length 4.
• kπ is a non-negative integer that is initialized to 0.
• X is an array, where each X[π] stores pair that is initialized to (0, cπ).
Each object O has two instance variables instantiated by Initializeπ(mπ, fπ):
• A is an array of double words.
• finit stores the initial value function.
Each process π ∈ [p] uses the following arbitrarily initialized temporary local variables:
• aπ, aoldπ : hold (value, process id, array index) triples.
• xπ: holds an array index.
• cotherπ : holds an array pointer.
procedure O.Initializeπ(mπ, fπ)
1: A← new double-width-array[mπ]
2: finit ← fπ
procedure O.Applyπ(iπ, opπ, argsπ)
3: Certifyπ(iπ)
4: return opπ(A[iπ].val, argsπ)
procedure O.Readπ(iπ)
5: if IsCertifiedπ(iπ) then return A[iπ].val else return finit(iπ)
6: procedure O.IsCertifiedπ(iπ)
7: aπ ← A[iπ]
8: if 0 ≤ aπ.pid < p then
9: (xπ, cotherπ )← X[aπ.pid]
10: if 0 ≤ aπ.loc < xπ and cotherp [aπ.loc] = &A[iπ] then return true
11: return false
12: procedure O.Certifyπ(iπ)
13: aoldπ ← A[iπ]
14: if IsCertifiedπ(iπ) then return
15: (xπ,−)← X[π]
16: if xπ ≥ cπ.len then
17: cπ ← c′π
18: c′π ← new array[2 · cπ.len]
19: kπ ← 0
20: if aoldπ .pid = p and aoldπ .loc = xπ then
21: cπ[xπ] = ⊥
22: xπ ← xπ + 1
23: cπ[xπ]← &A[iπ]
24: X[π]← (xπ + 1, cπ)
25: while kπ < 2xπ − cπ.len do
26: c′π[kπ]← cπ[kπ]
27: kπ ← kπ + 1
28: if not Cas(A[iπ], aoldπ , (finit(iπ), π, xπ)) then
29: X[π]← (xπ, cπ)
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▶ Theorem 4. Algorithm 3 is a linearizable wait-free fast generalized array implementation for
p processes. That is, for each process π ∈ [p], it supports Initializeπ(mπ, fπ), Readπ(iπ),
and Applyπ(iπ, opπ, argsπ) each with a time complexity of O(1). The total space complexity
of the algorithm for supporting k fast generalized arrays of sizes m1, . . . , mk is O(M + p),
where M =
∑k
j=1 mj, given that each memory word has at least ⌈log2 M⌉+ ⌈log2 p⌉ bits.
6 Discussion and Future Work
In this paper, we designed the first algorithms for concurrent fast arrays and fast generalized
arrays. Just as sequential fast arrays have found several applications, we envisage future
work that explores applications of these concurrent fast arrays. The following directions
seem promising.
The concurrent union-find data structure of Jayanti and Tarjan [19], which is used in the
fastest parallel algorithms for computing connected components and spanning forests on
CPUs and GPUs [8, 16], requires a generalized array of n nodes, with each node initially
pointing to itself, i.e., f(i) = i. So, any concurrent union-find object on which only o(n)
operations are performed benefits from the use of our fast generalized array.
A concurrent (standard) fast array is useful for implementing an adjacency matrix, E, of
a mutable sparse graph. In particular, adding or removing an edge (i, j) is implemented
by writing 1 or 0 (respectively) in E[i, j], and querying an edge (i, j) is a simple read
of E[i, j]. The real saving lies in storing the graph initially. To store a sparse graph of
m ≪ n2 edges, we initialize the matrix E with all-zero entries in just O(1) time, and
then add the m edges, one at a time. Thus, the entire graph is stored in just O(m) time,
instead of the usual Θ(n2) time.
Kanellakis and Shvartsman introduced the write-all problem, a version of which is stated
as follows: given an array A of length m such that each entry A[i] has an arbitrary initial
value, devise an algorithm for p asynchronous processes to initialize each entry A[i] to
0, such that no process returns before the initialization is complete. This problem has
attracted a lot of research [2, 5, 12, 20, 24], especially since a write-all solution is a critical
subroutine in some implementations of concurrent hash tables [10,11,33].
Although the two problems are different, fast arrays and write-all share the quest to
achieve “fast initialization”. The difference is that write-all insists on physically initializing
each array element, whereas a fast array promises only to create the illusion of initializing
each element. Thus, initialization takes only O(1) time with fast arrays, while it takes at
least linear time in any solution of write-all. Consequently, if an algorithm that uses a
write-all solution can instead be satisfied with a fast array, then the algorithm’s speed
can potentially improve.
Allocating a hash table of size n requires Θ(n) time using conventional arrays (because of
initialization). As a result, it has been difficult to implement efficient re-sizable lock-free
hash tables [10,11,33]. Using fast arrays however, a new table of any size can be allocated
in just O(1) time. Exploiting this feature, we are in the process of designing a re-sizeable
wait-free hash table that guarantees O(1) average time for find and insert operations.
We present some brief experiments to measure the empirical efficiency of our standard fast
array algorithm in the appendix (Appendix A). We look forward to the further development
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A Experiments
We perform experiments using two 8-core Intel Xeon E5-2670 CPUs with two-way hyper-
threading. The machine has 64GB of DRAM. Our machine ran 64-bit Ubuntu 12.04 with
Linux kernel 3.13.0-143. All algorithms were coded in C++ and without any optimizations
or specific algorithmic engineering to increase the speeds from the pseudo-code presented in
the body of the paper. We used std::threads to implement our concurrent fast array, and
we compiled our code with g++ version 4.8.4 with the -std=c++11, -pthread, and -mcx16
options set. We experiment with four different algorithms:
1. standard: a classic array, where initialization is performed by a linear-time for-loop
through the indices of the array.
2. memset: a classic array, where initialization is performed by the C++ memset primitive.
The memset operation can only be used to initialize an array to all 0s. In particular, it
cannot be used to initialize it to an arbitrary function f .
3. folklore: the sequential folklore fast array algorithm (i.e., Algorithm 1). This algorithm
can only be used by a single process; it is not a concurrent algorithm, but it can serve as
a baseline.




Figure 1 Figure 1a is a log-log plot charting the time to initialize arrays of various lengths for a
single process. Figure 1b is a plot charting the times to initialize fast arrays of length one billion for
various numbers of processes.
Our experiments focus on measuring the speeds of the three operations – Initialize(),
Read(), and Write(). We present the results below.
1. To compare the speed of Initialize() across all four algorithms, we measure the time
to initialize arrays to all zeroes. The array lengths we test are m = 10k for k ∈
{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9} with each entry being 4 bytes, i.e., arrays of size 4KB to 4GB. As
predicted by the algorithmic analysis, the folklore and fast array algorithms take only
constant time to initialize, while initializing by for-loop and memset take linear time.
As shown in Figure 1a, initializing an array with memset is 1.2–4.7 times faster than
initializing with a for-loop, however initializing a fast array of length one billion is more
than 14,000 times faster than initializing with memset. As the length of the array gets
smaller, the initialization time advantage of fast arrays reduces. Fast array initialization
and memset initialization become equally fast at an array length between 104 and 105,
and fast array initialization and for-loop initialization become equally fast at an array
length between 103 and 104. We consistently observe that initializing a fast array takes
only as much time as initializing a folklore array. As shown in Figure 1b, it takes only
3.3 times more time to initialize a 4GB fast array for 30 processes rather than one for a
single process.
2. While fast arrays are much faster to initialize than standard arrays, read and write
operations are slower on these arrays at all levels of concurrency. In order to measure
exactly how much slower fast array reads are, we measure the cumulative time to perform
one million reads using each type of array. Since the fast array Read() algorithm is
different for indices that have been “initialized” – i.e., written to at least once after
initialization – versus those that are “uninitialized”, we measure the two types of reads
separately (see Figure 2).
The main takeaways of the experiment are as follows: (1) the two different types of reads
– initialized and uninitialized – on fast arrays are of comparable speed; (2) fast array reads
are 2.1–4.3 times slower than reads to standard arrays.
3. Algorithm 2 suggests that writes to “initialized” indices should be faster than those to
“un-initialized” indices. This is also confirmed by our experiment shown in Figure 3. In
particular, fast array writes to un-initialized indices are 6–21 times slower than standard
writes, but writes to initialized indices are only 2.2–4.9 times slower. It is noteworthy
here that the slower speed only occurs once per index, and all subsequent writes to that
index happen at the faster speed.
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Figure 2 This plot compares the time to read from one million indices of a standard array
versus a fast array for various numbers of concurrent processes. For the fast array, both reads from
uninitialized and initialized indices are compared.
Figure 3 This plot compares the time to write to one million indices of a standard array versus a
fast array for various numbers of concurrent processes. For the fast array, both writes to uninitialized
and initialized indices are compared.
4. Writing to a new index in a fast array is 6–21× slower than writing to a new index in a
naive array. So, fast arrays maintain their initial advantage over standard arrays as long
as only 4–17% of the array indices are written to.
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